This paper gives an overview of recent progress in the braininspired computing field with a focus on implementation using emerging memories as electronic synapses. Design considerations and challenges such as requirements and design targets on multilevel states, device variability, programming energy, array-level connectivity, fan-in/fanout, wire energy, and IR drop are presented. Wires are increasingly important in design decisions, especially for large systems; and cycle-to-cycle variations have large impact on learning performance.
. Performance improvements of supercomputers with years, compared with different types of hardware. Adapted from [7, 12] . Taxonomy for algorithms and hardware technologies for brain-inspired computing. Brain-inspired algorithms include conventional machine learning (ML) algorithms and biology-based models (based on spiking neurons, STDP learning, etc.). Neuromorphic hardware is being developed in addition to the use of conventional hardware such as supercomputers. Neuromorphic hardware is a non-conventional hardware paradigm that employs connectivity, processing, and communication schemes similar to the brain. Analog-non-volatile-memory (a-NVM) based neuromorphic hardware uses a-NVM for emulating synapses in a brain-inspired fashion. Works highlighted with blue are based on simulation works that use single device models obtained from experimental data. Acronyms: RBM-restricted Boltzmann machine, HTM-hierarchical temporal memory; ConvNet-convolutional neural net; DNN-deep neural net; DBN-deep belief net, ANN-artificial neural network.
Neurons: Neurons can be digital [46] or analog [15] , and may communicate asynchronously [17] . IBM's all-digital design TrueNorth [17] is energy-efficient due to the locality of the synapses (SRAM) with the neurons. The SRAM synapse is volatile and expensive in terms of area (>120 F 2 ) and has limitations in terms of scaling up in system size. Synapses: Because the number of synapses in a neural network far exceeds the number of neurons, the power, performance, device density, and wiring of the electronic synapses deserve special attention. "New" non-volatile resistive memory elements such as resistive switching memory (RRAM) [22] , phase change memory (PCM) [23] , conductive bridge memory (CBRAM) [24] , and ferroelectric memory (FeRAM) [25] have characteristics that are desirable as electronic synapses (spin-transfer-torque memory (STT-MRAM) has low dynamic range and is not suitable). These are two terminal devices with excellent size scalability, low energy operation, analog programmability [26, 27] . Monolithic 3-dimensional integration of NVM with CMOS was demonstrated [28, 29] , which allows the designers to hide the neuron circuitry underneath multiple layers of synapses (see Fig.  4 ). A variety of algorithms have utilized their gradual resistance change as a synapse (Fig. 5 ) [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] . These devices can also implement various variations of the STDP rule (Fig. 6 ), further suggesting their use for neuromorphic hardware [26] .
Design Considerations and Open Problems
Electronic synapse device: R off /R on = 10 3 -10 4 are shown to give good results in simulations for unsupervised learning tasks [37, 38] , but these studies ignore many non-idealities of the RRAM device such as the need for a realistic non-linear behavior as well as inherent device-to-device and cycle-to-cycle variations. For digital synapse, simulations show that 5-or 6-bit (32-64 levels) weights are acceptable for some ML tasks [37, 39] . Using 5-bit synapse reduces the recognition accuracy only slightly to 89.4% compared to 91.9% obtained with 64-bit synapse [39] , although this analysis uses 64-bit (double precision) synapses in training and uses 5 bits only at the time of inference. While 100 or more levels have been observed with new NVM devices [23, 27] , conductance change is not uniform over the full conductance range and precise setting of conductance level is often impossible using single-shot programming [23, 27] . Hence, effects of nonuniform/imprecise conductance change should be mitigated on the algorithm and task level while pursuing device engineering for better control over the gradual conductance change. Some devices show gradual resistance change only in one direction (SET or RESET). To address this shortcoming, stochastic switching was proposed for RRAM and CBRAM [40, 41] , but it requires re-formulation of the algorithms that are based on multilevel synapses. Alternatively, the synaptic weight can be stored in two devices with a differential read-out to make both directions artificially gradual (Fig. 7 ) [33] , trading off synapse density. When a realistic RRAM model calibrated to measurements over a number of devices is employed [42] for 2-RRAM synapses, we have found that R off /R on ratio of 500 results in 88 % recognition accuracy (out-of-sample) on MNIST dataset for a supervised contrastive divergence training of a 2-layer restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM). This is lower than stateof-the-art (99.79%) [43] , but close to what a similar RBM achieves with 64-bit digital synapses (92%) [39] . We observe that using a differential read-out with 2-RRAM synapses relaxes R off /R on requirement on memory cells, since training can bring the conductances of the two cells in a synapse very close to each other to realize a 0 weight, even if R off /R on is less than 10 3 . This study initializes RRAM cells in the low-R state and performs gradual RESET during training, using a refresh mechanism [31] . For all these demonstrations, synapses are on hardware (memory devices) and neuron functionality is on software. shown in Fig. 7 . For NVM devices, cycle-to-cycle and device-todevice variations exist. We observe that when 2-RRAM synapse is employed, device-to-device variations are tolerable to a big extent since training reduces the effect of device-to-device variations in a way to make the differential conductance minimize the overall error. In fact, learning is much more efficient when initial weights are randomly initialized for symmetry breaking instead of initializing all to a same value [44] . Initializing random weights requires pseudo-random number generator hardware on conventional computers, whereas it is easily done on NVM arrays through their intrinsic device-todevice variations. On the other hand, learning performance is a strong function of number of gradual levels for the NVM and cycle-to-cycle variation. Fig. 8 shows how classification error of a network trained on MNIST dataset is affected by these two. While training is robust to variations to some extent, there is a point where classification error starts to get worse. The classification error is a function of cycle-to-cycle variation as well as average conductance change. It is important to note that learning performance can also be affected by nonlinearity when nonlinearity is large. Such analysis that takes into account the effect of variations and nonlinearity should be performed for algorithms that are aimed to be implemented on analog-NVM based hardware, which emphasizes the importance of the interplay between algorithm and device behavior. Device models that can accurately capture temporal variations as a function of conductance and applied voltage are essential.
There are cases where too much device-to-device variations can hurt performance but can be ameliorated with increased latency; these cases must be quantified in terms of the energy and latency tradeoffs [47] . Experiments using a Hopfield net shows that an increase in device-to-device variability from 9% to 60% can be tolerated with an increase in energy consumption in PCM synapses from 4 to 54 nJ, and using 11 iterations instead of 1 [47] . On edge detection and digit recognition tasks, 25% variability in RRAM synapses results in negligible degradation in the output [27, 38] . Using redundant cells can reduce the variation, trading off area and energy [48] . Programming energy of these devices is also crucial. RRAM can go down to a few ns of write time and <pJ of programming energy (Fig. 9a) , and is a good candidate as a synaptic device if variability can be addressed. PCM is also promising because it has less resistance variation, but integration on smaller technology nodes is needed to reduce the write energy [26] . The longer write times (>10 ns) of PCM might not be a key limiting factor due to the highly parallel nature of brain-inspired hardware (see Fig. 9a ). Connectivity and Fan-Out: Brain-inspired computing algorithms require neurons with large fan-in and fan-out. Energy consumption in synapse arrays have two major components: wire energy (CV 2 ) and programming energy (V 2 t pulsewidth /R). Wire energy considerations are important because even for a 1k×1k array, wire energy (order of 1 pJ) starts dominating (see Fig. 9b,  10 ). Low programming voltage (potentially offered by CBRAM) is strongly desired as it lowers both programming and wire energy, which decreases with V 2 . To further illustrate energy considerations, we perform energy consumption analysis in our case study of RBM training for MNIST digit recognition. When low-R of RRAM cells is ~600 Ω, RRAM energy is 3 orders of magnitude higher than wire energy. RRAM energy roughly reduces linearly with reduced conductance, and it is comparable to wire energy when low-R is 600 kΩ. Fig. 10 illustrates this case, and provides a guideline for tradeoffs related to energy consumption. Wire energy directly scales quadratically with the programming voltage. On the other hand, RRAM energy has more complex dependencies on programming voltage. When RRAM cells are initialized in low-R states before training, if training takes only a few epochs, lowering programming voltage too much results in RRAM cells spending more time in low-R states, which significantly increases energy consumption. This effect fades away after several refresh cycles (see Fig. 7 ), and almost disappears after 50 epochs. In our case, lowest classification error was achieved in 3 epochs, hence reducing the Figure 8 . Gradual resistance change in RRAM device for different programming voltages (a) and how cycle-to-cycle variations as well as gradual conductance change affect learning performance (b). µ refers to average log-conductance change for one pulse over a cycle and σ refers to standard variation of fluctuations of log-conductance change around a smooth fit over a cycle. Number of gradual levels obtained for 1.1, 1.15, 1.2, 1.25 and 1.3 V are ~1000, 270, 170, 90, 45 respectively, and increases with decreased µ for a given R on /R off . Classification accuracy is a function of both number of gradual levels (or, equivalently, µ) and cycle-to-cycle variation, as seen in (b). programming voltage to 1.1 V results in unnecessary energy consumption in RRAM cells, which is important unless wire energy is the dominating factor. If training continues for more than 50 epochs, programming energy scales directly with V 2 . Using a huge array to accommodate the largest fan-out in a network is energy inefficient due to charging and discharging of long wires within the array. If the connectivity of the network or neuron activations are sparse, using multiple small corelets instead of big arrays reduces wire energy, by 60% for the example in Fig. 11a ,b when four 32×32 arrays are used instead of one 128×128 array. However, a first order analysis of communication cost between corelets in terms of wire energy shows that energy benefits of using smaller arrays reduce due to communication overhead, using AER (address event representation) as an example communication means (Fig. 11c) . Furthermore, smaller arrays might require time-multiplexing of input neurons to accommodate large fan-ins (Fig. 11d, e) , which introduces latency as shown in Fig. 11c . The tradeoffs between latency, energy savings and circuit complexity should be considered when choosing the array size. IR drop along the wires is an important issue when choosing the array size. To mitigate the effects of IR drop, RRAM cells should be operated in higher R regimes if larger arrays are desired (Fig.  12) . Larger arrays of memory cells with low R on are also more prone to read inaccuracy, due to IR drop along the wires. When an ADC is employed to convert analog current to digital data, increasing R on from 10 kΩ to 1 MΩ reduces the read inaccuracy from 20% to less than 1%, while reducing the read energy from 1 pJ to 20 fJ [37] . Reducing IR drop by increasing wire width can reduce read inaccuracy [37] but this consumes more area and introduces larger wire capacitances. The factors that determine the array size are: connectivity of network architecture, R on and R off /R on ratio, as well as the area of neuron vs synapse. Conclusion Emerging NVM devices have characteristics that are superior to conventional alternatives for emulating synaptic functionality and enabling on-line learning; but require careful engineering of device properties and array architecture to suit the network topology and algorithm. Wires are as important as the devices and innovations in scalable connectivity will be beneficial for large-scale systems. 
